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Abstract

the practice of describing a diversity of non-
vascular organisms as lichens came to an end late 
in the 17th century when Lichen was established as 
a genus to accommodate morphological ly distinct 
thalli with concave fruit-bodies. the development 
of microscopy showed those bodies to have minute, 
simple or septate components, the function of which 
was variously interpreted. Consensus was also lacking as 
to the systematic position of lichens, with some authors 
believing them to constitute a distinct group and others 
assigning them to the algae or fungi. By the late 18th 
century, the number and diversity of lichen species 
described had become such that they could no longer 
reasonably be assigned to a single genus, and the task 
of delimiting new genera began. in the second decade 
of the 19th century, an assertion that lichens constitute 
an autonomous category comparable to algae and 
bryophytes became accepted as fact — a misconception 
that seriously hindered attempts to investigate their 
nutrition and systematic status. Work undertaken during 
the 1820s and 1830s in connection with the dyestuffs long 
sourced from lichens gave rise to a branch of chemical 
research that has, with few interruptions, prospered to 
the present day. With the slowly increasing availability 
of improved microscopes in the decades around mid-
century, important anatomical and taxonomic advances 
were reported. thallus physiology was little understood, 
however, and so it remained until the late 1860s when the 
proposition was advanced that lichens are the product of 
an association between a microalga and a microfungus. 
initially, few botanists were prepared to endorse so 
unprecedented an alliance, but the fact that those who 
did were men of standing forced others to assess the 
basis of their scepticism. there remained, nonetheless, 
a core of uncompromising systematists who conducted 
a bitter and futile campaign in print against the new 
reading of lichen biology. Contrary to what might have 
been expected, there were no early attempts to explore 
the nature of the relationship between the thalline 
constituents: despite the widespread interest that lichens 

were now attracting, those seriously committed to their 
study remained few in number and, further, did not 
demonstrate any particular enthusiasm for experimental 
investigation. Some attempts were made to achieve 
artificial synthesis and when — with what can then only 
have been a rare measure of good luck — one of these 
was successful to the point of fruit-body production, 
the case for duality was finally made. Sporadic reports 
touching on gas exchange and water relations appeared 
from the 1870s to 1890s, but, in essence, knowledge 
of lichen physiology had advanced only minimally by 
the end of the century. traditional floristics acquired a 
new dimension about this time with the emergence in 
north america of an ecological approach to field studies, 
an innovation soon adopted and further developed 
by European botanists. important advances in lichen 
chemistry were reported, notably by German workers, 
in the years from 1890 to 1910. as was the case with 
biological science in general, lichenology marked time 
during World War i. the 1920s were charcterized by the 
publication of several authoritative reference works; the 
limited amount of original research undertaken related 
almost entirely to ecology and some aspects of physiology. 
this pattern — supplemented by taxonomy’s increasing 
reliance on microchemical procedures — continued until 
1939 when, once again, research came effectively to a halt. 
During the postwar years to 1950, lichenology began 
slowly to re-occupy its outposts, and so the ground was 
prepared for the discipline’s striking progress over the 
following decades.

Introduction

the enduring notion of an equivalence 
between Aspicilia esculenta and the biblical 
manna that sustained the israelites would, 
were it tenable, put the earliest datable link 
between humans and lichens at about 1300 b.c. 
that no such equivalence can plausibly be 
established emerges from a review of the 
literature by Crum (1993), who failed to find 
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any convincing data to support the contention; 
in his opinion (p. 295) “[t]he suggestion that 
unattached desert lichens may have been 
available to the israelites as a miracle food 
is, in fact, no more than a pious conceit of 
Victorian times.” the first real evidence of 
lichens having been used by humans actually 
dates from not much later than the Book of 
Exodus — material of Pseudevernia furfuracea 
is known to have been employed in the 
mummification of a 19th-dynasty pharaoh 
(aufderheide 2003, p. 252; Lucas and Harris 
1962, p. 312). though lichens may well have 
had other contemporaneous uses, nothing 
was reported in this regard until about 1,000 
years later; that Hippocrates recommended a 
lichen for the treatment of “uterine trouble” 
has been stated by Dugan (2008, p. 54), but 
the Hippocratic Corpus contains no such 
recommendation.

the earliest recorded description of a 
lichen dates from the 4th century b.c. when 
the Greek author theophrastus (amigues 
translation, 2003, p. 23) noted the occurrence 
on oak of a grey, pendulous growth that may 
reasonably be assigned to the genus Usnea; he 
called this epiphyte “phascon” not “lichen,” 
which does, however, occur elsewhere in 
his writings with the specific meaning of 
an animal skin condition (Strömberg 1937, 
p. 192). the former term did not survive as 
such, and when the latter is next met with, in 
the 1st century a.d., it variously designates a 
bark exudate, a dermatosis and some plants of 
uncertain identity: in his Natural History, Pliny 
the Elder (a.d. 23–79) reported the occurrence 
“on wild and on cultivated plum trees” of “a 
gummy substance called lichen by the Greeks” 
( Jones translation, 1961, p. 505), but later 
applied the term to “a disfiguring … disease” 
for which he listed a number of treatments, 
and then stated “the plant lichen however is 
considered a better remedy than all these, a 
fact which has given the plant its name” ( Jones 

translation, 1966, p. 281), though it is clear 
that the description he goes on to provide does 
not relate to a true lichen. in fact, when Pliny 
mentioned organisms that can with reasonable 
confidence be identified as lichens (Rackham 
translation, 1960, p. 77), he referred to them 
as moss (“sphagnos”). the Greek physician 
Dioscorides, Pliny’s contemporary, was no 
more precise: “Lichen, that which grows upon 
rocks, but some call it Bryon, is a moss sticking 
to moist rocks. this being laid on doth … heal 
Lichenas” (Gunther edition, 1934, p. 444), 
while his account of “Bryon” begins “Muscus, 
but of somme it is called Splanchnon. Being 
found upon trees, as the Cedars, the white 
Poplars or the oakes … Of it that which smells 
sweetest & is white is the best” (p. 20).

it is evident then that, in antiquity, the 
term “lichen” was used indiscriminately for 
what came to be called cryptogams, and 
no serious attempt to differentiate between 
hepatics, lichens and mosses was made over 
the following 1,600 years. indeed, the general 
European familiarity with lichens proper 
during much of this time was so limited that 
Fischer (1929) could document an awareness 
of no more than three (pp. 277, 285, 287), 
and only that described and illustrated by 
anonymous (1485, cap. cccxiiii) can be 
identif ied — as Lobaria pulmonaria — with 
any confidence. in the 1530s, commentaries 
on materia medica published for the use of 
apothecaries and physicians underwent a 
transformation with the commissioning of 
naturalistic illustrations to replace the often 
primitive figures that had long been the norm. 
the earliest such herbal was the celebrated 
work compiled by Otto Brunfels (1488–1534); 
in this he sought “to identify his plants with 
those of Dioscorides” (Blunt and Raphael 1979, 
p. 120), a venture that led him to equate the 
latter’s “lichen” with Marchantia, as Brunfels’ 
text and corresponding figure clearly convey 
(1530, pp. clxxvii–clxxix). as a result of 
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Brunfels’ equivalence, the term lichen became 
applied to liverworts, while lichens proper 
were combined with the mosses. thus turner 
(1538, unpaged) translated “lichen” as “Lyuer 
Wort,” and Fuchs (1542) dealt with his hepatics 
under the heading “De Lichene” (p.  472). 
Where Fuchs mentioned a true lichen (p. 63), 
he opted for the early name Pulmonaria, 
which was subsequently employed by several 
botanists — notably Mattioli (1586, p. 783), 
who used it to categorize a number of figures 
referable to Cetraria islandica, Cladonia sp., 
L. pulmonaria and Sticta cf. sylvatica — but that 
trend did not continue, and over the following 
100 years most new lichens were described as 
“Muscus.” not that there were many such: 
Krempelhuber (1867–1872, 1:19) put the total 
number of specif ic and infraspecif ic taxa 
recognized by the end of the 17th century at 
“circa 56.”

apart from their presumed therapeutic 
rôle, l ichens remained the preserve of 
systemat ist s, notably C. Bauhin (1623, 
p. 360–361), Parkinson (1640, pp. 1308–1314) 
and J.  Bauhin (1650–1651, 2:759, 763–768), 
until the 1670s when they were first studied 
by other naturalists. in a paper on animal 
and vegetable dyes, Lister (1671, p. 2134) 
reported with regard to what can only have 
been Cladonia podetia that “[o]n the tops … are 
certain red knots; these, upon the affusion of 
Lye [KOH], will strike a Purple, and stand”; 
this reaction involving rhodocladonic acid is 
familiar to all lichenologists, but only since it 
was again happened on some 200 years after 
Lister’s original finding. additionally, a close 
study of lichen morphology allowed Malpighi 
(1675–1679, pp. 63–64, pl. xxvii) to illustrate 
the structures now known as isidia and soralia 
on what was evidently a mixture of Parmelia 
saxatilis and P. sulcata. Malpighi also supplied 
the first closely observed illustration of lichen 
fruit-bodies, which he referred to as “fungi” 
(see Mitchell 2009); after a further period 

during which “lichen” continued to be applied 
to hepatics (e.g., Ray 1686–1704, 1:124–126), 
the structures depicted by Malpighi were 
eventually recognized as providing criteria for 
the designation of lichens proper.

Vistas and blind alleys

in 1683 Joseph Pitton de tournefort (1656–
1708) left his native aix-en-Provence for Paris 
where he was appointed to a teaching post at 
the Jardin du Roi. there, building as he said 
on the work of his predecessors, tournefort 
undertook a descriptive delimitation of plant 
genera. in the process, he combined hepatics 
and mosses in a single genus “Muscus” and 
reserved “Lichen” for “plants characterized 
by the production of basin- or cup-shaped 
fruit” (1694, 1:437–438); the latter genus 
runs to the names of just nine species, three 
of which — referable to Anaptychia ciliaris, 
Cladonia sp. and Ramalina fraxinea — are well 
illustrated. the favorable reception accorded 
his work in France decided tournefort to make 
it available to an international readership by 
way of a Latin translation (1700; Fig. 1). He 
used that opportunity to make a number of 
revisions, one of which increased his lichen 
inventory fivefold (1:548–550).

tournefor t ’s  innovat ion wa s a key 
contribution to the emergence of lichenology 
as an individual discipline, but there was a 
contender for his choice of generic name: the 
German Johann Dillenius (1684–1747) used 
“Lichenoides” (“lichen-like”) in preference, 
while retaining “Lichen” for hepatics. When 
Dillenius produced the third edition of Ray’s 
Synopsis (1724), “Lichenoides” appears as a 
category of “Musci,” comprising 91 species 
categorized (p. 64) as “crustacea,” “foliosa” and 
“caulifera.” a work published five years later 
by Pier Micheli (1679–1737) ensured, however, 
that the rival generic names would not remain 
long in contention. Born in Florence to a family 
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of scant means, Micheli received little formal 
education. He did, on the other hand, have 
a particular aptitude for the study of plants, 
which he collected extensively, and in 1706 
became assistant keeper of the Physic Garden 
at Pisa, with a subsequent appointment at 
Florence. Corrrespondents supplied him with 
a wide range of material, and this he described, 
together with his own collections, in a notable 
publication based on tournefort’s system 
(1729; Fig. 2). in that work Micheli raised 
awareness of the genus Lichen by extending its 
scope to almost 300 species distributed over 38 
“orders,” which he established to an extent on 
fruit-body morphology. Micheli was the first 
to investigate the anatomy of those bodies, 
having devised a method (p. 74) of preparing 
sections for microscopical study, an advance 
that allowed him to illustrate a variety of spore 

types; “flores” was his term for ascospores, and 
“receptacula florum” for ascomata.

Subsequently, Jussieu (1730) drew attention 
to the affinity betweeen fungi and lichens, 
which he described as showing “an almost 
identical method of producing their seed,” 
and neumann (1749–1755, 2(4):55–56) 
initiated the study of lichen chemistry by 
using alcohol to extract “resins” from Lobaria 
pulmonaria. However, those developments 
and the anatomical work of Micheli attracted 
little contemporary attention — it was not 
until the 1780s that the chemistry of lichens 
was further investigated and the microscope 
again employed to elucidate their anatomy. 
in the interim Dillenius published Historia 
Muscorum (1742), a work of prodigious industry 
that includes about 200 lichen descriptions, 
which he largely continued to accommodate 

Figure 1. title page of Joseph Pitton de tournefort 
Institutiones Rei Herbariae, 1700.

Figure 2. title page of Pier antonio Micheli Nova 
Plantarum Genera, 1729.
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in “Lichenoides.” the Dillenian perception 
of l ichens as kin to bryophytes was not 
shared by Linnaeus (1753, 2:1140–1156), who 
assigned them almost exclusively to his order 
algae, where they number less than a third of 
Micheli’s total — Linnaeus never held lichens 
in particularly high regard. that grouping 
of lichens and algae did not go uncontested: 
adanson (1763–1764, 2:6–7) transferred 
them to the fungi, Weis (1770, p. 12) queried 
whether certain algae might not be intrinsic 
to lichen thalli, and Hacquet (1777, p. 244) 
advanced the then idiosyncratic opinion 
that lichens, together with “molds, some 
f ilamentous organisms and fungi” do not 
belong in the plant kingdom. Meanwhile, the 
species count slowly grew with the appearance 
of regional f loristic studies, mainly West 
European, among which may be mentioned 
that by Catharina Dörrien (1717–1795, see 
Viereck 2000) concerning the nassau region 
(1777, pp. 295–303) — the earliest known 
feminine contribution to lichenology.

Fre sh e f for t s  to s t udy the organ ic 
compounds produced by lichens were made 
by Georgi (1782), who succeeded in extracting 
what he termed “mucilages,” “oils” and 
“resins” from five macrolichens. Micheli’s 
sectioning procedure was taken up by Hagen 
(1782, p.  viii), who evidently had difficulty 
interpreting his preparations. in the hands of 
a skilled microscopist, however, lichens soon 
began to reveal the basic features of their 
anatomy. a close study of sectioned Anaptychia 
ciliaris material enabled the austrian physician 
Johann Hedwig (1730–1799) to include details 
and diagrams of lichen sexual and vegetative 
structures in a treatise on the reproduction 
of cryptogamic plants (1784); this work also 
contains the f irst mention of his f inding 
that the cortex is underlain by “particles of 
clustered green parenchyma” (p. 122, n. 1), 
and an anatomical study of the structures that 
he termed (p. 160) “puncta floris mascula” 

(pycnidia). at heart a bryologist, Hedwig 
contributed little more to the study of lichens, 
though it is noteworthy that he regarded them 
as closely related to the fungi (see Mitchell 
2007, p. 102).

those developments appear to have been 
virtually ignored by the few contemporary 
botanists whose interests ran to lichens. they 
concerned themselves almost exclusively with 
systematics and continued to accommodate 
new species in Lichen, though some recognized 
a need to create new genera: for example, 
Umbilicaria introduced by Hoffmann (1790–
1801, 1:8), Baeomyces, Calicium and Sphaerophorus 
by Persoon (1794, pp. 19, 20, 23) and Verrucaria 
by Schrader (1794, p. 108). the status of those 
names was somewhat reduced, at least in the 
short term, by the Swedish lichenologist Erik 
acharius (1757–1819), a Lund university 
medical graduate and longtime practitioner 
in Vadstena, Östergötland. initially, acharius 
(1799) fol lowed his teacher Linnaeus in 
employing the single genus Lichen, though 
taking the step of grouping the species 
he treated into categories ref lecting their 
relationships. His procedure was to organize 
the genus into families — crustose, foliose 
and fruticose — and further divide these, on 
the basis of fruit morphology, into 28 tribes, 
almost half of which received the names 
proposed for genera by Hoffmann, Persoon, 
Schrader and others. Subsequently, acharius 
(1803) made the old, collective genus Lichen 
redundant by according generic status to most 
of his tribal names, an advance fundamental 
to the emergence of l ichenology as an 
independent discipline. He further assisted 
in that regard by creating a terminology, still 
largely current, for the morphological features 
characteristic of lichens.

those publications gave a signif icant 
stimulus to floristic activity in Europe and 
beyond; data relating to extra-European 
collections made during the late 18th and early 
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19th century by colonists, explorers and traders 
are documented for australasia (Galloway 
1985a), india (awasthi 2000, pp. 1–2), Japan 
(ikoma 1983, pp. 1–2), north america (Fink 
1904, pp. 17–22), South africa (Doidge 1950, 
pp. 18–28) and South america (Marcelli 
and Seaward 1998, passim). Such of the new 
material as reached acharius was described 
in Lichenographia Universalis (1810; Fig. 3), a 
masterly survey of the world’s then known 
species. that work won acharius authoritative 
status as a systematist and simultaneously 
attracted widespread, though uncritical, 
acceptance of his view (p. 14) that lichens are 
“quite distinct from algae, hepatics and fungi,” 
a circumstance to which the constructive 
misrepresentation of their constitution over the 
following 50 years is directly attributable; as has 
been observed in another context, a departure 
“whether felicitous in its consequences or 
otherwise, made by a man of genius will by 
and by be taken up and carried forward by 
the generations of his disciples and imitators” 
(Greene 1983, 2:933).

three years before the Lichenographia 
appeared, acharius’ publisher had issued a 
work by Heinrich Link (1767–1851), then 
at the university of Rostock, that included 
an observation destined to compound the 
misconception introduced by achar ius; 
having remarked on the yellow medulla 
of Pseudocyphellaria aurata, which “careful 
examination shows to result f rom cel ls 
distributed in quantity through the white, 
filamentous tissue,” Link (1807, p. 22) noted 
that corresponding cells occur in the soredia 
of that species and so proposed a propagative 
rôle for all such thalline cells. this notion 
did not attract any particular comment in the 
short term but would, when revived 20 years 
later, prove a serious hindrance to the study 
of lichen biology.

in addition to basic developments in 
systematics and anatomical investigation, the 

first decade of the 1800s brought a renewal 
of interest in the chemical constituents of 
thalli with the extraction by Berzelius (1808, 
p. 83) of what he termed “lichen starch” from 
Cetraria islandica. it was those three topics 
that received most of the meagre attention 
devoted to l ichens in the years to mid-
century. in systematics the first important 
advance was made by Eschweiler (1824, 
p. 14), who introduced the use of ascospore 
features as taxonomic criteria — his genus 
Sclerophyton, for example, is characterized by 
the production of “subclavate, 3–4 septate” 
spores. this innovation was endorsed by Georg 
Meyer (1782–1856), author of a wide-ranging 
survey of lichenology (1825) and subsequently 
professor of botany at the university of 
Göttingen, who recognized the diagnostic 
value of spore color (pp. 125–126), notably in 
connection with Phaeographis (as Platygramma). 
However, it is the case that some systematists 
chose not to engage with those developments; 

Figure 3. title page of Erik acharius Lichenographia 
Universalis, 1810.
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descriptions in the widely used flora of Fries 
(1831), for instance, lack spore data. their 
potential was not lost to view, however, and 
spore features were used to advantage by Fée 
(1824–1837, 2: passim) in the delimitation of 
exotic genera, while the diagnoses published 
by notaris (1846) remain impressive for 
their detailed spore descriptions, which now 
included measurements (in “centimillimetri”).

the study of lichen chemistry resumed 
towards the 1820s: Monkewitz (1817, p. 13) 
extracted chlorophyll as “phytochlorainon” 
from Xanthoria parietina with the latter term, 
abbreviated to “phytochlor,” remaining in 
use for a good many years — e.g., Rabenhorst 
(1844–1848, 2(1):1) — as an alternative to 
Pelletier and Caventau’s (1817) “chlorophyle.” 
Braconnet (1825) reported the occurrence 
of calcium oxalate in a range of thalli, and 
Robiquet (1829) isolated several compounds 
from species then valued for their coloring 
properties. Over the following two decades the 
subject received a good deal of attention from 
workers in austria, Britain, France, Germany, 
ireland and the netherlands: Heeren (1830, 
pp. 316–338) isolated erythrin from Roccella 
tinctoria; Guérin Varry introduced the term 
“lichenine” (anonymous 1833, p. 102); Mulder 
(1838, pp. 600–601) separated lichenin into 
two components noting that one gives a blue 
reaction with iodine, closely followed by Dickie 
(1839, p. 166), who recorded “a substance 
which is tinged blue by iodine” in Collema 
and Pertusaria asci — 40 years were to pass 
before that substance was named “isolichenin” 
by Beilstein (1881–1883, 1:602); Kane (1840) 
reported on the composition of dyestuffs; 
Schunck (1842) isolated lecanoric acid, as 
lecanorin, from a mix of Diploschistes, Lecanora 
and Pertusaria material; Rochleder and Heldt 
(1843, p. 18) extracted usnic acid, as usnein, 
from Ramalina and Usnea spp.; thomson (1844) 
introduced the term “parietin”; and Stenhouse 
(1849) isolated gyrophoric acid from Lasallia 

pustulata. a number of these publications were 
the subject of informed comment by Wiggers 
(1846, pp. 12–18).

the fact that lichen structure attracted 
no comparable level of attention until late in 
the same period is understandable given that 
microscopes remained optically flawed until 
the 1830s, and microscopical technique had 
progressed little since Hedwig’s day. a glimpse 
of the constraints then prevailing is provided 
by Mohl (1863, p. 4): “the younger generation 
has no idea how matters stood at a time when 
interest in microscopy and possession of the 
requisite skills were a rarity. though many 
students have use of a good microscope at 
present, there are still those who can remember 
when even a half-functional microscope 
was scarcely to be found in many German 
universities, and still less a person who would 
have known how to use it.” nevertheless 
Schärer (1820) managed to investigate the 
anatomy of species representing the principal 
lichen growth forms and, in addition to other 
features, was able to recognize vesicular 
(i.e., paraplectenchymatous) and filamentous 
tissue (see Mitchell 2005). Five years later 
the German physician Friederich Wallroth 
(1792–1857), then in practice at nordhausen, 
published a flatulent text (1825) that requires 
mention for its introduction of three influential 
terms bearing on structure. Having identified a 
fundamental difference between gelatinous and 
other thalli as regards the relative position of 
their colored and colorless elements, Wallroth 
usefully described the unstratified arrangement 
seen in gelatinous material as “homoiomerous” 
and applied “heteromerous” to lichens whose 
green cells form a distinct, subcortical layer. 
the third anatomical term introduced by 
Wallroth — “gonidium” — also gained wide 
currency, but the rôle he attributed to the green 
cells so designated greatly hindered research 
on lichen physiology for well over 40 years: 
Wallroth (1825–1827, 1:40) had revived Link’s 
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contention that because the green cells of 
soredia correspond to those within the parent 
thallus, all such cells were to be perceived as 
asexual propagules, an error unquestioningly 
accepted by virtually all botanists of that and 
the succeeding generation.

Meyer (1825) also contributed in the area of 
structure with a report (pp. 75–79) on fruit-
body components, and in this connection 
attention may be drawn to his investigation 
of spore germination, which — given the 
reference to “f i l i form extensions” (pp. 
175–176) — Meyer was evidently the first to 
observe. More than 20 years elapsed before the 
reproductive and vegetative anatomy of lichens 
was again investigated in detail. Friedrich 
Buhse (1821–1898), a Latvian naturalist, made 
a careful study of apothecial structure in about 
20 species, the results of which included the 
observation (1846, p. 325) that paraphyses 
may be simple or branched. the same subject 
was reported on — at considerably greater 
length — in a doctoral dissertation presented 
three years later at the university of Göttingen 
by Gustav von Holle (1825–1893). Working 
with a single species, Anaptychia ciliaris, 
Holle carried out a thorough examination 
that enabled him to follow and illustrate 
apothecial development from late stages of the 
primordium onward; his work is noteworthy 
also for providing the first clear description of 
spore germination (1849, pp. 31–37).

though still a predominantly European 
speciality, several contributions to lichenology 
had already appeared in north america when 
the Bostonian Edward tuckerman (1817–1886) 
published the first detailed study devoted to 
east coast species (1847). never one to embrace 
innovation, tuckerman chose to omit spore 
characters, which made his work and that of 
Schaerer (1850) the last large-scale surveys 
prepared without use of the microscope. in the 
area of anatomy, that instrument was expertly 
employed by George thwaites (1812–1882), 

though he failed to grasp the implications 
of what he saw. in a paper styling himself 
“Lecturer on Botany and Vegetable Physiology 
at the Bristol Medical School,” thwaites (1849) 
reported on a study of chlorophyllous cells 
from “a geat number of species” and concluded 
that those cells are not asexual propagules 
(“gemmae”), but “are in fact the essential part 
of the whole structure” (p. 220). in the case of 
Collema he found the cells to be “represented 
by the genus Nostoc,” and by “Pleurococcus” in 
heteromerous material. thwaites was not of 
course the first to have reported algal cells 
as components of lichen thalli, but no one 
had previously demonstrated the fact quite 
so explicitly. Since he also made several 
references to the green cells being surrounded 
by “anastomosing filaments,” thwaites was 
potentially in a position to controvert the 
notion of lichen autonomy but, in the event, 
did not question the prevailing orthodoxy — to 
the extent of providing an i l lustrat ion 
“showing the arrangement of the cells and 
their attachment to the branched filaments.” 
thwaites’ contemporaries also failed to grasp 
the implications of his research. the French 
mycologist Louis-René tulasne (1815–1885), 
having promoted acharius’ dictum respecting 
autonomy (1852, p. 6), likewise convinced 
himself that the chlorophyllous cells of lichens 
originate from thalline filaments (p. 20). these 
failings apart, however, tulasne’s paper merits 
high commendation. He supplied copious 
anatomical data derived from a close study of 
the various growth forms and made available 
a multiplicity of observations concerning 
lichen conidia, which he tentatively labelled 
“spermaties” because of their possibly having 
a sexual function (see Mitchell 2006).

around mid-century, then, a comprehensive 
system of generic descr iption involving 
anatomical and morphological features was 
in place, floristic studies prospered, thallus 
structure had been reasonably well mapped 
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and a range of chemical constituents isolated, 
but lichen physiology was to remain a closed 
book for another 20 years.

Meanwhile features of the ascospore 
came increasingly to provide grist for the 
systematists’ mill. abramo Massalongo (1824–
1860), a biology teacher in Verona, introduced 
more than 20 genera based primarily on such 
features in an impressive study of crustose 
lichens (1852); interestingly, he added conidial 
data for more than a quarter of the 80 genera 
surveyed in a further publication (1853; Fig. 4). 
this emphasis on the taxonomic importance 
of spore characters was quickly accepted by 
Gustav Koerber (1817–1885), professor of 
botany at the university of Breslau (now 
Wrockław), and used to effect in his new 
system of classification (1855). this comprised 
24 families arranged in a series beginning with 
what he considered the “most advanced” thalli, 
exemplified by the usneaceae, and continuing 
to his Lichineae. also in the 1850s, William 
nylander (1822–1899) — then in the process 
of quitting his native Finland for Paris, where 
space had been made available to him at the 
Museum of natural History — began the 
single-minded work that would make his the 
dominant name in lichen taxonomy for the 
remainder of the century. nylander was not, 
however, the most engaging of men: in a letter 
of 5 September 1858, at which time nylander 
was aged 36, an acquaintance described him 
as “certainly not without ability, but such a 
porcupine and so cantankerous that nobody 
could get on with him” (toni 1933, p. 55, 
n.). He was also a decidedly self-opinionated 
person and always ready to criticize those 
who did not see eye to eye with him. Having 
published his own system (1854) based on a 
hypothetical progression from the alga-like 
Ephebe to genera such as Opegrapha with evident 
fungal affinity, and making comparatively little 
use of spore characters, nylander (1857, p. 252) 
saw fit to mock Koerber and Massalongo for 

their work on delimiting genera and accuse 
them of introducing “minuscule, tiresome and 
repellent categories.” though both systems 
had their supporters (see Bentzel-Sternau 
1859), that of nylander became the more 
widely accepted; it gained currency with the 
publication of the first volume of his Synopsis 
Methodica Lichenum (1858–1869; Fig. 5), while 
the death of Massalongo in 1860, aged 36, and 
Koerber’s limited taxonomic involvement after 
1865 resulted in most of their genera being 
dropped — though not permanently, as time 
would prove.

nylander’s name became even more familiar 
to systematists when he reported on the use 
of reagents to elicit color reactions. Dickie’s 
observation that the ascal tissue of some lichens 

Figure 4. title page of abramo Massalongo Memorie 
Lichenografiche, 1853.
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turns blue when irrigated with an aqueous 
iodine solution had attracted no particular 
attention, but in the 1850s the taxonomic 
potential of the reaction was understood and 
promoted by nylander (1853, pp. 153, 161–
163; 1858–1869, 1:25–26). that development 
did not go unopposed: Fries (1861, p. 4) 
considered “reactions observed with the aid of 
iodine misleading and unreliable,” a statement 
that evoked a derisive response from nylander 
(1865), who, at the same time, provided the 
first extended account of iodine’s use as a 
lichen reagent. that account was quickly 
followed by two seminal papers (nylander 
1866a; 1866b) detailing the use of Ca(OCl)

2
 

and KOH for the discrimination of species on 
the basis of color reactions speculatively linked 

to particular thalline products. as remarked 
by Vitikainen (2001, p. 263), “the ‘spot test’ 
method was launched”; it came too late for 
most of the 1860s floras but was used by Branth 
and Rostrup (1869).

Revolutionary developments

nylander well recognized that gelatinous 
lichens display a clear affinity with algae, as 
the term was then understood, but he was not 
prepared to entertain a claim by the German 
physician Hermann itzigsohn (1814–1879) 
that the chlorophyllous cells of Collema are 
“identical with Nostoc” (1854, col. 80). the 
Swiss botanist Simon Schwendener (1829–
1919), working at the university of Munich, 
proved equally unreceptive, at least initially. 
in the second of his extensive reports on lichen 
structure (1860, 1863, 1868), Schwendener 
realized that some of the chlorophyllous cells 
he had seen were altogether comparable to 
“the lower algae” but chose to account for this 
by supposing “that here nature has brought a 
part of algal life into being for a second time” 
(1863, p. 135). in a further paper, itzigsohn 
(1863) drew “the attention not alone of 
lichenologists but also phycologists” to the 
f ilamentous lichen Ephebe lanata “because 
it has a very close, but far from obvious, 
connection and relationship with Sirosiphon, 
Scytonema, Chroococcus, Gloeocapsa etc.” at 
this time the German mycologist anton de 
Bary (1831–1888), then professor of botany at 
the university of Freiburg, was preparing his 
celebrated textbook (1866; Fig. 6). De Bary 
had come to regard the chlorophyllous cells of 
gelatinous lichens as actual algae and suggested 
two explanations (p. 291): either Nostoc and 
Stigonema represent no more than stages in 
the development of mature lichens, or those 
organisms develop into lichens as a result of 
infiltration by fungal hyphae. two of de Bary’s 
former students, the Russian andrei Famintzin 

Figure 5. title page of William nylander Synopsis 
Methodica Lichenum, 1858–1869.
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(1835–1918) and ukrainian Josif Baranetzky 
(1843–1905), believed the former alternative 
confirmed when their cultures of green cells 
from Cladonia, Evernia and Xanthoria thalli 
were identified as Cystococcus (Chlorococcum) 
(1867). Schwendener, on the other hand, 
quickly realized the strength of de Bary’s 
second explanation and proposed, accordingly, 
that all lichens be understood as associations of 
an alga and a fungus (anonymous 1867; Fig. 7).

the twin i l lusions of autonomy and 
gonidial propagation were now dead, but 
few botanists were ready to admit as much 
because they knew of no precedent for 
regarding l ichens as the product of an 
association between two altogether distinct 
micro-organisms. as remarked by ainsworth 

(1976, p. 97), “Schwendener’s ‘dual hypothesis’ 
excited much resistance, in part for reasons of 
‘common sense,’ in part because lichenology 
has always been a somewhat esoteric pursuit.” 
Schwendener, now professor of botany at the 
university of Basel, soon provided evidence 
to support his contention: having surveyed 
over a dozen homoiomerous and heteromerous 
genera, he described and illustrated their 
constituent algae (1869). this won some 
converts, but nylander (1870) was not among 
them. He had too much invested in the status 
quo to countenance seeing it abandoned, being 
well aware that his system of classification 
depended on the assumption of autonomy 
and fearing, perhaps, for the survival of his 
nomenclatural work if the perception of lichens 

Figure 6. title page of anton de Bary Morphologie und 
Physiologie der Pilze, Flechten und Myxomyceten, 1866.

Figure 7. Opening page of the report (1867) on 
Simon Schwendener’s address to the Schweizerische 
naturforschende Gesellschaft at Rheinfelden.
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as a combination of two distinct organisms 
were to gain ground (see Mitchell 2002). and 
gain ground it slowly did, thanks in large part 
to Julius Sachs (1832–1897), professor of botany 
at the university of Würzburg, who assigned 
lichens unequivocally to the ascomycetes in 
the second edition of his influential textbook 
(1870, pp. 254–265). 

De Bary, having since moved to the 
university of Halle, aired the possibility 
of achieving artif icial lichen synthesis by 
“ inocu lat ing f ree-l iv ing gon id ia with 
spores of the species concerned” (1868). 
the practicability of such a procedure was 
soon investigated by his assistant Max Reess 
(1845–1901); he succeeded in germinating 
spores of a Collema species on Nostoc colonies 
and was able to follow events to the early stages 
of thallus development (Reess 1872). in the 
interim, several authors had sought to discredit 
the dual theory only to have their arguments 
decisively refuted by Schwendener (1872). 
When, in addition, Bornet (1873) provided 
abundant data to support his conclusion (p. 95) 
that “every lichen gonidium can be referred 
to a species of alga” and that “the relations 
between hypha and gonidia are such as to 
exclude any possibility of one being a product 
of the other,” many previously sceptical of the 
new interpretation came to accept it. nylander, 
however, was not for turning, and when the 
professor of botany at the natural History 
Museum, adolphe Brongniart (1801–1876), 
“demanded somewhat heated ly that he 
familiarize himself with Bornet’s masterly 
study, nylander replied that he did not read 
such absurdities, took his microscope and 
never again set foot in the Museum” (Boistel 
1899, p. 227).

as nylander made his dramatic exit, de 
Bary was adding distinction to a new academic 
posting. “Germany was on top of the world. 
they had won the Franco-Prussian war in 
1871 and had annexed alsace; Strasbourg 

became Strassburg and the university there was 
made into a showcase for German superiority” 
(tanford and Reynolds 2001, p. 31). Here, with 
students from various European countries and 
the united States working under his direction, 
de Bary “made Strassburg the heart of German 
academic botany” (Drews 2000, p. 22). those 
students included one native of alsace, Ernst 
Stahl (1848–1919). He had moved with de 
Bary from Halle and soon announced his 
discovery of an ascogonial apparatus in Collema 
(1874), a development that gave new life to the 
question — still open — of whether the cells 
named spermatia by tulasne have a fertilizing 
potential; some time later, using Endocarpon 
pusillum, Stahl (1877; Fig. 8) achieved the 

Figure 8. title page of Ernst Stahl Beiträge zur 
Entwickelungsgeschichte der Flechten, pt. i, 1877.
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first artificial spore-to-spore synthesis. in the 
following year de Bary introduced the term 
“symbiose” at a meeting of the Gesellschaft 
Deutscher naturforscher und Ärtzte in Cassel 
(Bary 1878; Fig. 9); an annotated version of his 
text appeared a year later. By replacing the then 
current assumption of parasitic dependence 
with a theory positing a mutually beneficial 
relationship between lichen components, de 
Bary removed the final major obstacle to what 
had come to be termed “Schwendenerism”; 
such prominent lichenologists as the Swiss 
Jean Müller “argoviensis” (1828–1896) and 
Edward tuckerman were, however, sti l l 
unable to assimilate the new understanding 
and so marooned themselves in the past.

Anticlimax

the discovery of lichen duality might have 
been expected to focus attention on the nature 
of algal/fungal relationships within the thallus, 
but there was no early activity in this area. 
Schwendener published his last lichen paper in 
1873 after which he worked mainly on aspects 
of vascular plant anatomy, Bornet became 
wholly occupied with marine phycology, 
and Stahl turned his attention to tropisms. 
though Schwendener did supervise some 
postgraduate work in lichenology following 
his appointment to the chair of botany at the 
university of Berlin, this was restricted to 
apothecial ontogeny (Fünfstück 1884; Krabbe 
1882; Lindau 1888; Wolff 1905).

Figure 9. Opening section of anton de Bary’s lecture (1878) to the Versammlung Deutscher naturforscher und 
Ärzte in Cassel.
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Floristics and systematics remained the 
concern of most lichenologists during the 
closing decades of the century when important 
f loras and monographs were published, 
notably by t. M. Fries (1871–1874), Harmand 
(1894–1899), Leighton (1871, 1879), nylander 
(1888), tuckerman (1882–1888) and Wainio 
(1887–1897, 1890). During the same period, 
the physiology of l ichens understood as 
composite organisms was first investigated 
by Emil Godlewski (1847–1930), professor 
of botany at the university of Kraków. He 
reported (1874) on the effects of temperature 
and pressure on gas exchange by Anaptychia 
ciliaris in the absence of light. the fact that the 
results of this pioneering study were published 
in Polish meant, however, that workers in 
other countries remained virtually unaware 
of Godlewski’s initiative — only Bonnier 
and Mangin (1884) seem to have mentioned 
it. Winter (1877), having promoted the 
interpretation of cephalodia formation as a 
reaction by cortical hyphae to the presence of 
a blue-green alga (cyanoprokaryote), aired the 
view (p. 200) that the parent thallus itself could 
be considered a morphogenetic response by its 
hyphae to their chlorophyllous associate; after 
being again touched on by Forssell (1884, pp. 
180–181), this topic was shelved for 30 years.

though algae had been isolated from several 
macrolichens by Famintzin and Baranetsky 
(1867), it was not until 20 years later that fungal 
components were successfully cultured. Credit 
for that achievement goes to the German 
mycologist alfred Möller (1860–1922), who 
succeeded in germinating both conidia and 
spores from a range of crustose and foliose 
species (1887). in the area of chemistry, Paternò 
and Oglialoro (1877) isolated atranorin (as 
atranoric acid) from Tephromela atra, and 
Claëssen (1878, pp. 61–62) described lichenin 
(lichenan) as composed solely of dextrose, 
while Schwarz (1880) prepared crystals of 
several lichen products and reported on the 

color changes they exhibit when acted on by 
various reagents.

Factors inf luencing the distribution of 
saxicolous species were investigated at this 
stage by Hugh Weddel l (1819–1877), a 
native of Gloucestershire and naturalized 
French citizen. Having taken up the study of 
lichens late in the 1860s, Weddell published 
a paper (1873) noteworthy in the main for 
its introduction of the terms “calcicole” and 
“calcifuge”; two years later he provided the 
first clear description of the zonation exhibited 
by lichens on rocky shores (1875, pp. 255–256). 
these promising investigations were cut short, 
however, by Weddell’s death at the age of 
58. the distribution of lichens in relation to 
rock type was further discussed by Richard 
(1883) in a contribution notable principally 
for its interesting lists of species reported from 
40 substrata, natural and other (pp. 39–79). 
Substratum related studies were extended by 
Winter’s (1875, 1876) work on the growth 
of saxicolous microlichens and that of Frank 
(1876) on the structure of hypophloeodal 
thalli. the latter’s study features in the detailed 
review of lichen anatomy provided by de Bary 
in his Comparative Morphology and Biology of the 
the Fungi, Mycetozoa and Bacteria (Engl. transl. 
1887, pp. 401–415), where he also touched 
on several unresolved topics that would, 
eventually, be the concern of others following 
de Bary’s death, aged 57, in 1888.

Lichenological research was now largely 
restricted to the working-up of collections from 
Europe and elsewhere by such taxonomists as 
the Scot James Crombie (ca.1830–1906), the 
Bavarian august von Krempelhuber (1813–
1882), Jean Müller, nylander and another 
Finn, august Wainio (later Vainio) (1853–
1929), with local botanists coming to the fore 
in australia and new Zealand (see Filson 
1976 and Galloway 1985b, pp. xix–xx). the 
presentation by Henri Jumelle (1866–1935) — a 
student at the university of Paris — of a 
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doctoral thesis detailing gas exchange by 
eleven macro- and eight microlichens in 
response to widely varying conditions of 
humidity and temperature was a welcome 
development. However, despite being awarded 
the academy of Sciences’ Prix Montagne 
for that investigation (1892), Jumelle made 
no further contribution to lichenology. the 
austrian Hugo Zukal (1845–1900) drew to 
an extent on Jumelle’s work in a perceptive 
commentary on the water relations of lichens 
representative of several foliose genera (1895, 
pp. 1333–1347) but did not extend that 
investigation.

the remark by George Massee (1850–1917), 
cryptogamist at the Royal Botanic Gardens, 
Kew, that “[w]e should be very pleased … to 
learn that a young lichenological student 
did actually exist in Great Britain” (1894, p. 
81) applied more widely. Only in Germany, 
where Bachmann (1892) and Lindau (1895), 
for example, reported detailed observations 
on the anatomy of saxicolous and corticolous 
microspecies, respectively, was there now 
any significant amount of research activity. 
in an earlier publication, Bachmann (1886) 
had refocussed attention on the use of lichen 
chemistry as an aid to identification, a subject in 
which Wilhelm Zopf (1846–1909), then at the 
university of Halle, was to develop a particular 
interest. For most of his career Zopf worked 
with non-lichenized fungi, but evidently he also 
had a certain familiarity with lichen products 
because 19 of these, together with a table of 
species in which they occur and procedures 
for their extraction, appear in his mycological 
textbook (1890, pp. 131–138). Subsequently, 
Zopf made those products his special concern 
and, following a move from Halle to Münster, 
published (1895a) the first of an extensive series 
of papers on the subject, the second of which 
(1895b) is noteworthy for providing the first 
illustrations of crystals obtained by solvent 
extraction of specific products.

as the century drew to a close, albert 
Schneider (1863–1928) published the doctoral 
thesis he had presented at Columbia university. 
in the first 100 pages of this substantial work 
(1897), Schneider “condensed practically all 
that was known about lichens at that time” 
(Plitt 1934). in anticipation, perhaps, of such 
criticism as made by Cummings (1898), who 
found the book overly technical and regretted 
“that it was not adapted for more general use,” 
Schneider quickly produced a more accessible 
Guide (1898) but then decided to abandon 
lichenology for pharmacology. in 1899 the 
French botanist and cleric auguste-Marie 
Hue (1840–1917) revived the study of thallus 
anatomy. Having already published the first 
section of a catalogue documenting collections 
recently acquired by the Paris Museum of 
natural History (1898), Hue decided — in 
order to make his catalogue more than a mere 
inventory — that he would in future report 
fully on the anatomy and morphology of each 
taxon; the unprecedented range of detail thus 
recorded and illustrated is quite remarkable 
(1899–1901), and even more impressive is the 
fact that, this work completed, Hue went on 
to describe nearly 1,000 more taxa in like 
manner (1906–1910).

the last year of the century brought an end 
and a beginning. nylander had continued his 
remarkable output of taxonomic papers into 
the 1890s, by which time, however, he had 
become seriously reclusive: Boistel (1899, 
p. 219) reported, from six months’ personal 
experience, that gaining access to nylander 
called for “diplomatic expertise beside which 
that of Richelieu and Mazarin was child’s 
play”; death, on the other hand, did not have to 
negotiate, and nylander passed away suddenly 
on 29 March 1899. the beginning concerned 
the subject of lichen ecology. “in 1893, a group 
of botanists meeting in Madison, Wisconsin, 
decided to adopt the word ‘ecology’ … that 
had been coined by Ernst Haeckel in 1866, but 
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had been used very little in either Europe or 
america since then” (Cittadino 1980, p. 171). 
Conway MacMillan (1867–1929), professor of 
botany at the university of Minnesota, was 
a member of that group, and while he was 
evidently the first to air the term, however 
marginally, in a context involving lichen 
distribution (1897, p. 951), it is correct to say 

that the study of lichen ecology was pioneered 
by Bruce Fink (1861–1927). MacMillan had 
sent his lichen collections to Fink, then at the 
university of upper iowa, for identification, 
and a list of the 60-odd taxa represented was 
published by the latter as the first in a series 
of “Contributions to a knowledge of the 
lichens of Minnesota” (1896). three similar 

Figure 10. Opening page of 
Bruce Fink’s landmark paper 
(1899) on lichen ecology.
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listings based on Fink’s own collections 
followed, but his fifth paper (1899; Fig. 10) was 
considerably more important. after a detailed 
introductory account headed “Considerations 
of distr ibution and habitat,” Fink stated 
(p. 283), “i shall now pass to a consideration 
of the lichen formations of the region, causes 
of their peculiar make-up, and comparisons 
with similar formations within and outside the 
area under consideration.” He reported a total 
of 25 corticolous, saxicolous and terricolous 
communities to which he applied such names as 
Pyrenula lichen formation of trees with smooth bark, 
comprising nineteen taxa, Lecanora formation 
of exposed granite with seventeen and a seven-
strong Endocarpon hepaticum formation of exposed 
earth. Fink’s discussion of his communities 
include the earliest serious attempt to assess 
the influence of environmental factors on 
lichen colonization; he was well aware of this 
achievement, stating (p. 308) “i know of no 
other paper which has dealt exclusively with 
lichen distribution as i have done herein, and 
surely this analysis must be helpful in the study 
of the lichen flora of other regions … i hope 
that this paper may stimulate others to study 
the lichens from an ecologic point of view.”

Challenging times

the lichenological studies that appeared 
during the opening decade of the 1900s dealt 
with lichen anatomy, chemistry, ecology and 
systematics, but it would be wrong to conclude 
from this l ist that there was widespread 
interest in the subject. in fact, most research 
involving lichens was conf ined to three 
German institutions. Schwendener’s student 
Moritz Fünfstück (1856–1925) — mentioned 
earl ier — became professor of botany at 
the technische Hochschule, Stut tgar t, 
where theses on the anatomy of saxicolous 
species were prepared under his direction by 
Friederich (1906), Lang (1906) and Stahlecker 

(1906). at the university of Kiel’s Botanical 
inst itute, Johannes Reinke (1849–1931) 
was known for his extensive observations 
on l ichen morphology and systemat ics 
(1894–1896), though in the latter regard 
he promoted the reactionary notion (1895, 
p.  41) that “acharius’ perception of lichens 
as constituting a class of plants comparable to 
algae and fungi remains, for the most part, 
correct.” the work of Baur (1901, 1904) and 
Darbishire (1900) on fruit-body development 
was carr ied out at Kiel under Reinke’s 
supervision. Somewhat more innovative 
studies were undertaken and directed by Zopf 
at Münster where he continued to occupy 
himself with lichen chemistry, though now 
with a view to extending its taxonomic 
application. as an attempt “to evaluate the 
extent to which lichen acids can assist in the 
determination and classification of lichens,” 
Zopf (1903, p. 95) undertook a “chemical-
monographic treatment” (p. 99) of the genus 
Evernia. this, the first work of its kind, led 
Zopf to establish the new genus Pseudevernia; 
his chemotaxonomic studies subsequently 
extended to European Cladonia material 
(1908). in 1907 Zopf brought together the 
results of his research on secondary metabolites 
in what for long remained a standard work 
of reference (Fig. 11). a year after Zopf ’s 
death, Fischer and Freudenberg (1910, pp. 
34–35) realized a synthesis involving two 
phenolic units and were confident that using 
their procedure “a large number of similar 
products may be obtained, and because many 
of these are likely to occur naturally — tannin 
apparently being an example — it may be 
appropriate to give them a collective name: 
we suggest the term ‘depside’ (from the 
Greek δεψειν, to tan). the nomenclature can 
then replicate that of polysaccharides and 
polypeptides, since di-, tri-, tetradepsides and 
so on can be distinguished depending on the 
number of phenol carbonic acids present in the 
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molecule”; aided by his son, Fischer went on 
to synthesize lecanoric acid (1913) and evernic 
acid (1914).

Lichen ecology still had its only serious 
student in Bruce Fink. Conscious of this fact, 
he sought (1902) to recruit floristic enthusiasts 
to the cause, urging “those who have or are 
able to acquire a knowledge of the lichens of a 
limited area to turn their attention to ecologic 
studies”; he further promoted that objective in 
“Some common types of lichen formations” 
(1903). Fink’s papers were an important 
influence on the work of Olaf Galløe (1881–
1965), a highschool teacher in Copenhagen, 
who published the first notable European study 
devoted to lichen ecology (1908). the subject 
soon became an almost exclusively European 

discipline, however, fol lowing a change 
of course by Fink that led to his devoting 
himself primarily to taxonomic research — a 
comprehensive treatment of Minnesota species 
appeared in 1910; elsewhere, important floras 
were published by Dalla torre and Sarnthein 
(1902) and Jatta (1909–1911).

a report by Sernander (1912) on the 
colonization of nutrient-enriched habitats in 
eastern Sweden introduced (p. 805) the terms 
“coniophilous,” for species favoring dusty, 
roadside substrates and “ornithocoprophilous,” 
for those prospering in the presence of bird 
droppings. thirty years after Weddel l ’s 
report on the lichen zonation characteristic 
of rocky shores, Knowles (1913) returned 
to the subject in a study conducted on the 
east coast of ireland. Preferring “to abstain 
from employing the terms ‘formation’ and 
‘association’” (p. 85), she elaborated on 
Warming’s (1909, p. 224) recognition of coastal 
lichen “belts” and supplied carefully observed 
descriptions of five such, extending from a 
supralittoral characterized by Ramalina spp. 
to one comprising mainly marine Verrucaria 
spp. Darbishire (1914) also chose, without any 
mention of Fink or Galløe’s work, to defer 
addressing the question of lichen associations: 
he took the view (p. 79) that “[a]t present the 
use of any such ecological terms in too definite 
a manner is to be deprecated. We should be 
grateful to those botanists who group all 
the rock lichens together in the one word 
‘lithophytes’.”

One of the great taxonomic publishing 
ventures of the late 19th and early 20th century 
was Die natürlichen Pflanzenfamilien edited by 
adolf Engler (1844–1930) and Karl Prantl 
(1849–1893). Over a ten-year time span, that 
work’s serial appearance delivered five fascicles 
devoted to lichens: a survey of their biology by 
Fünfstück (1898) was followed in 1903, 1905, 
1906 and 1908 by instalments of the taxonomic 
treatment assigned to alexander Zahlbruckner 

Figure 11. title page of Wilhelm Zopf Die 
Flechtenstoffe, 1907.
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(1860–1938). a native of Jur near Bratislava 
(in the austro-Hungarian Empire until 1918), 
Zahlbruckner joined Vienna’s natural History 
Museum in 1883 as herbarium curator; he 
began to publish on lichen taxonomy in the 
1890s and was soon recruited to Engler’s army 
of volunteers. Zahlbruckner’s contributions, 
which are character ized by meticulous 
attention to detail, had, as remarked by tehler 
and Wedin (2008, p. 398), “a huge impact on 
the classification of lichen fungi,” but, as they 
also observe, “Zahlbruckner unfortunately 
chose the conservative view of his colleague 
Reinke … that the ‘lichens’ were actually to 
be regarded as a systematic unit [Lichenes] … a 
view [that] has prevailed during most of the 
twentieth century.” the only contemporary 
dissenting voice appears to have been that of 
Fink (1913, p. 116), who insisted that lichens 
are to be understood as fungi and “should 
be distributed to the exclusion of the group 
Lichenes,” though it is the case that Wainio 
had earlier declared (1890, p. xiii) “lichens 
differ from ascomycetes only in their biological 
attribute of symbiosis with algae. it is the sole 
general characteristic that distinguishes them 
from fungi.”

Forty years after Bornet and Schwendener 
published their identifications of lichen algae, 
the Swiss botanist Robert Chodat (1865–1934) 
began an investigation of the physiological 
factors that influence the culturing of those 
organisms. Reporting on his work at the 
university of Geneva, Chodat (1913, p. 192) 
remarked with regard to earlier attempts at 
isolation, “it is extraordinary that so fascinating 
a subject as the nature of lichen gonidia should 
have occasioned no critical research” — a 
shortcoming also ably addressed by his students. 
a further welcome addition to the meagre 
literature on lichen physiology was produced 
under Stahl’s direction at the university of 
Jena by Salomon (1914). He investigated the 
occurrence of Ca, K, Mg and P in a diversity 

of thalli and estimated their relative abundance 
in the components. Salomon did not, however, 
pursue this topic — as with other of the authors 
mentioned here whose dissertation proved to 
be their only lichenological publication, he 
had to find employment in a discipline that 
attracted funding.

Europe was now about to become a 
battlefield. During the calamitous years of the 
First World War and its immediate aftermath, 
publication of data relevant to the various 
areas reported on above came effectively to 
a standstill. Mention may be made, however, 
of an article by Moreau and Moreau (1918) 
claiming that, in their opinion, “a lichen owes 
its most characteristic features to the action of 
the alga on its associated hyphae. the greater 
part of the thallus presents, in this assessment, 
as the equivalent of a gall — it is a cecidium, 
an algocecidium, a generalized biomorphosis.”

Revival

though annie Smith (1854–1937), a part-
time assistant at the then British Museum 
(natural History) had announced (1917) that 
“[a] general text-book on Lichenology is 
ready and awaits publication,” it was not until 
1921 that her excellent survey appeared. that 
comprehensive volume remains of service 
today, not least for the historical matter that 
introduces several of her chapters and sections. 
also during the war years, Zahlbruckner in 
Vienna had set himself the task of assembling 
the published references to every infrafamilial 
lichen taxon. Beginning in 1916, with the 
services of one lady assistant (Riedl 1988, pp. 
21–22), Zahlbruckner had the first volume 
of his Catalogus Lichenum Universalis (Fig. 12) 
ready for publication in 1922. that prodigious 
undertaking, which followed his Engler and 
Prantl arrangement and ultimately ran to 
some 7,000 pages in 10 volumes, remains an 
indispensible work of reference.
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Evidence that research activity had resumed 
postwar came first in the area of ecology. 
Results published by Einar Du Rietz (1895–
1967), representing the uppsala school of 
phytosociology (1921, pp. 164–172), and 
Eduard Frey (1888–1974), represent ing 
that of Zürich (1922, pp. 76–91), were the 
stimulus for painstaking studies by Hilitzer 
(1925) and Ochsner (1927), the first of whom 
applied the former school’s methods, with the 
second employing those of the latter. While a 
substantial number of similarly oriented studies 
were carried out over the years in continental 
Europe (see Klement 1955, p. 5), anglophone 
lichenologists proved unreceptive to the new 
approaches until late in the century. Differing 
views also obtained as to the identity of the 

alga allegedly common to such genera as 
Parmelia, Usnea and Xanthoria. this occasioned 
much nomenclatural confusion, which was 
finally resolved by Puymaly (1924). Building 
on previous work by Octave treboux (1876–
ca.1940) at the university of Riga, Puymaly 
(p. 109) recognized that the photobiont of 
X. parietina belonged to an undescribed genus, 
which he mindfully named Trebouxia.

though still comparatively few in number, 
lichenologists of the period were not without 
general surveys of their subject. in addition 
to Smith’s text, the Swiss botanist Friederich 
tobler (1879–1957), professor of botany 
at the university of Dresden, assessed the 
contemporary state of knowledge with 
part icular regard to studies concerning 
symbiosis (1925); nienburg (1926) provided 
a thorough review of structural investigation, 
which incidentally revealed how little attention 
lichen anatomy had attracted since the early 
years of the century; Moreau (1928) chose 
to emphasize reproduction and component 
interrelationships, while a second edition 
of Engler and Prantl’s lichen section (1926) 
allowed Fünfstück to update his judicious first 
edition overview and gave Zahlbruckner the 
opportunity of making “small additions and 
modifications” to his system (Pišút 2002, p. 
244). all those valuable texts do, however, 
have one failing in common: their dearth of 
experimental data. Lichenology’s deficiencies 
in that regard were bluntly put by the German 
plant physiologist Otto Stocker (1888–1979) in 
the introduction to a lengthy and insightful 
paper (1927, p. 334): “Our current knowledge 
of lichen physiology presents a sad picture. 
to recognize this, one has only to glance 
for example at the summary given by tobler 
in his recent and welcome book. in the two 
decades from 1870 to 1890, lichens were the 
focus of botanical attention … but subsequent 
years produced scarcely a dozen reports that, 
from a general point of view, have contributed 

Figure 12. title page of alexander Zahlbruckner 
Catalogus Lichenum Universalis, vol. 1, 1922.
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anything new or worthwhile.” Stocker’s 
paper, which principally concerns Lasallia 
pustulata and Lobaria pulmonaria, is in two 
parts: the first, and larger, presents his results 
bearing on water relations, photosynthesis and 
respiration, the second constitutes the earliest 
serious study devoted to physiological lichen 
ecology. Regrettably, that paper proved to be 
yet another lichenological only child: though 
Stocker retained a particular interest in water 
movement, his research on becoming professor 
of botany at the technische Hochschule, 
Darmstadt, dealt almost exclusively with 
vascular plants. Ecophysiological issues also 
feature in the air pollution investigation 
carried out in Oslo by Haugsjå (1930) — “one 
of the earliest studies of its kind, which 
unfortunately was not followed up” ( Jørgensen 
2007, p. 57).

Physiological studies on Teloschistes flavicans 
undertaken by James Cuthbert (1908–1964) 
at the university of Capetown represent 
the earliest experimental work on lichens 
conducted in South africa. Cuthbert reported 
f irst on the rate of water uptake and the 
amount absorbed by dried thal l i “when 
allowed to reach a condition of equilibrium 
with (a)  water-saturated air and (b) water” 
(1930, p. 44). in a subsequent paper, Cuthbert 
(1934) investigated relationships between 
respiration and water content; his finding that 
thalli remain “alive and respiring with a water 
content of only 0.4 per cent. of total saturation” 
led him to conclude (p. 53) that “even under 
the most adverse conditions extant in the Cape 
Peninsula, T. flavicans is living well within its 
powers of resistance.” By the time Cuthbert’s 
second paper appeared, he had exchanged 
lichenology for medical studies in Britain 
where he became a specialist in plastic surgery.

Demonstrating a welcome continuity in 
experimental lichen research, Smyth (1934) 
provided further data relating to respiration and 
water movement, derived on this occasion from 

two species of Peltigera. in addition to extensive 
laboratory work, Smyth carried out field studies 
involving atmospheric humidity, light and 
temperature measurements at sites ranging 
from exposed to sheltered; her results in this 
connection allowed, however, only somewhat 
general conclusions to be drawn (pp. 816–817). 
Because Smyth’s findings differed from those of 
Stocker with regard to thallus hydration and rate 
of photosynthesis, Ellée (1939) re-investigated 
the subject. His findings confirmed Smyth’s 
results but, as pointed out by ahmadjian (1966, 
p. 63), the data reported by all three authors 
are in conformity with the use of compactly 
organized thalli by Stocker and more loosely 
structured material by Ellée and Smyth.

this spurt of physiological endeavor was 
brought to an end in the same year that Stålfelt 
(1939) produced a detailed report on factors 
influencing gas exchange in 11 macrolichens. 
that work represented a considerable advance 
over previous research in the area, indeed, 
Kershaw (1985, p. 173) believed Stålfelt to 
have been ahead of his time: “[a]lthough [he] 
carefully documented capacity changes in both 
respiration and net photosynthesis, surprisingly 
his work had little impact on the scientific 
community as a whole, probably because the 
results were difficult to interpret given the 
level of understanding at that time” — a more 
plausible explanation, however, is that Stålfelt’s 
work appeared when the study of lichen 
biology, like so much else in the life sciences, 
was largely about to be shelved during a decade 
of war and privation. Similarly, when efforts to 
achieve the artificial synthesis of lichens were 
realized, with Cladonia pyxidata, by thomas 
(1939) — inconclusive results having been 
reported by Werner (1931), Bartusch (1931) 
and Lange-de la Camp (1933) — there was no 
early attempt to build on his achievement; and 
his recommendation (p. 163) that the term 
“gonidia” be rejected was not acted on for 
nearly 20 years (Scott 1957).
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Work on a second edition of Rabenhorst’s 
Kryptogamen-Flora had been in progress for 
50 years when, in 1930, the sections of that 
project devoted to lichens began to appear 
under the direction of, first, Zahlbruckner 
and then Karl von Keissler (1872–1965). those 
sections, comprising volumes eight and nine in 
the series, provide admirably full descriptions 
of the species constituting many of the genera 
represented in Europe; prepared by leading 
taxonomists of the day and issued in parts, 
the work was, regrettably, never completed. 
Publication of lichen material ceased soon 
after the outbreak of war in 1939, though the 
series’ lichen coverage did not actually end 
until almost 20 years later with the belated 
appearance of Keissler’s usneaceae. Outside 
Europe at this time, Chopra (1934) published 
on lichens of northern india, Fink’s u.S. Flora 

(1935) appeared posthumously and Dodge and 
Baker (1938) issued an extensive report on 
antarctic material.

apart from ecological and taxonomic 
investigations, the only aspects of lichenology 
that continued to receive attention during the 
war years were chemistry and chemotaxonomy. 
interest in lichen chemistry had been revived 
in the 1930s by Yasuhiko asahina (1881–
1975), professor of pharmacognosy at tokyo 
university. in a report on the structure of 
salazinic acid, he and a co-worker proposed a 
formula for the acid founded on a conviction 
(asahina and asano 1933, p. 1216) that it 
is formed from “depsides of the thamnolic 
acid type by ether linkage”; subsequently, 
asahina (1934a, p. 34) stated, “i propose to 
describe such compounds as depsidones.” More 
or less contemporaneously, a school of lichen 

Figure 13. Opening page of 
Yasuhiko asahina’s first paper 
(1936) on the application 
of microcrystallization 
procedures to lichen taxonomy.
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chemistry established at university College 
Dubl in by thomas nolan (1888–1945) 
had begun to report its results in a series of 
papers that continued to appear until 1948 
(see Mitchell 1995, p. 148). Further work 
by asahina (1934b, pp. 48–50) allowed him 
to demonstrate that depsidones produce 
distinctive color reactions in the presence 
of paraphynelenediamine (Pd), which then 
became a valuable addition to the reagents 
already in everyday use for spot testing. 
asahina also developed — evidently unaware 
of Senft’s (1908) work — the technique of 
depositing lichen products directly onto a 
microscope slide by solvent extraction of a 
thallus fragment. in a sequence of 11 papers 
(see Shibata 2000, p. 788) published between 
1936 (Fig. 13) and 1940, asahina showed 
that irrigating the slide deposits with various 
glycerol-based combinations allows readily 
identifiable microcrystals, characteristic of 
particular secondary metabolites, to form; 
this simple method proved a potent stimulus 
to taxonomic research.

Beyond Japan, asahina’s Pd test was first 
employed by torrey (1935) in the united 
States, and his microchemical procedure by 
Duvigneaud (1939) in Belgium. the new 
chemotaxonomy was assiduously promoted by 
alexander Evans (1868–1959). Following his 
retirement from the professorship of botany at 
Yale university in 1936, Evans transferred his 
research interest from hepaticae to the genus 
Cladonia. He soon came to rely on the use of Pd 
as a reagent, and his recognition of the support 
provided by microcrystallization led him to 
bring the details of that technique to general 
attention (1943). Evans also participated in an 
attempt, inspired by penicillin’s contemporary 
impact, to establish the extent to which lichens 
possess antibiotic properties (Burkholder et al. 
1944). Extracts of over 40 macrolichens were 
tested against 9 bacterial species, the most 
susceptible of which proved to be Bacillus 

subtilis and Staphyloccocus aureus. a further 
paper (Burkholder and Evans 1945) reported 
observations on the response of 16 bacteria to 
extracts from about 100 lichens. the results 
showed that lichen products inhibit Gram-
positive species almost exclusively and that 
growth of B. subtilis was impeded by usnic 
acid in particular. the work of others who 
undertook research on this topic in the five 
years to the decade’s end was reviewed by 
Bustinza (1951).

Despite the constraints of the war years, a 
certain amount of ecological and taxonomic 
research — the latter extending to material 
preserved in collections from around the 
globe — was published by such workers as 
V. Räsänen (Finland); H. des abbayes, M. Bouly 
de Lesdain (France); C.  F.  E.  Erichsen, 
J. Hillmann, G. Lettau, F. Mattick (Germany); 
R. G. Werner (Morocco); B. a. Lynge 
(norway); C. n. tavares (Portugal); S. ahlner, 
O. almborn, G. Degelius, t. E. Hasselrot, 
a. H. Magnusson, R. Santesson (Sweden); and 
a. W. Evans, a. W. Herre, J. W. thomson 
(united States). Detai ls of the relevant 
publications are provided in the comprehensive 
survey by abbayes (1953).

the last innovative study dating to the 
period under consideration was carried out in 
the netherlands, principally at the university of 
Leyden, by anton Quispel (1917–2008). in an 
attempt to establish the nature of the association 
between lichen components, Quispel (1943–
1945) undertook extensive laboratory work 
involving the isolated mycobiont of Xanthoria 
parietina and isolated photobionts of Physconia 
distorta, Pleurosticta acetabulum and X. parietina. 
His research included experiments concerned 
with resynthesis, growth requirements of 
the components, hydration and the influence 
of temperature on metabolism. Quispel 
concluded from his results that “the fungi 
use the products formed by the assimilating 
algae, live saprophytically from dead algae or 
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parasitically from cells attacked by haustoria. 
Moreover, the algae provide the fungi with a 
number of indispensible nutrilites [vitamins]. 
When the external situations are unfavourable 
the algae will live heterotrophically from 
the organic substances taken by the fungus 
from the substrate. Perhaps this heterotrophic 
metabolism of the gonidia is stimulated by 
certain nutrilites synthesized by the fungus. 
So we are certainly justified to consider this 
association as a mutualistic symbiosis” (pp. 
525–526). though not all would agree that we 
are in fact so justified, it is the case that Quispel’s 
methodology proved quite influential.

the terr itory won by those botanists 
whose work has been reviewed here was ably 
assessed in the early postwar years by Henry 
des abbayes (1898–1974), professor of botany 
at the université de Rennes. His detailed, lucid 
and well-illustrated text (Fig. 14) helped in no 
small degree to set the stage for the remarkable 
surge in interest that lichenology came to 
attract in the decades after mid-century.
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